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INTRODUCTION
You now have in your hands the official Rainbow Paper of The World of Cryptopups;
and due to the constant and ever-improving changes for the community, this
document shall be updated on a regular basis with the sole purpose of building a
better experience. That being said, all the roadmaps, key-concepts, and certain
attributes of the game will remain to be untouched for the benefit and convenience
of everyone as well. Rest assured that this document will not fail to adapt to the needs
and pleas essential to the advancement of The World of Cryptopups and all the pups
who will be a huge part of this endeavor!

ABOUT
The World of Cryptopups are limited edition NFTs where no pup is ever similar to
another. Along with these pups are powers and abilities that are unique only to them;
each with their own respective stories, traits, and personalities. Imagine having a
variety of extraordinary puppies in your hands.. Well this is it!
Founded in 2021, our team dedicated time, effort, and HP to create a functional
community of traders, supporters, and members that keeps expanding up to this
minute. With collected knowledge from various fields, such as coding, marketing,
economics, and visual design, everyone contributed to create what is now a capable
and amazing ecosystem that improves and adapts upon need! A journey where
everyone can enjoy a lot of adventures and amazing rewards.
The World of Cyptopups always give it their best to actively engage their members in
NFT trading and selling. As well as to provide a rewarding yet challenging experience
for the members through constant activities and quests that will motivate them to
advance in their journey. A beacon of guidance, with unique and astounding ideas
that never cease to appeal to the loyal adventurers! This is the World of Cryptopups.
This is the adventure that awaits you!

THE MISSION
Our goal is to allow collectors, traders, and supporters to enjoy and immerse
themselves in the game with the idea of enjoyment and satisfaction in mind. One
pup at a time.

THE VISION
The World of Cyptopups aims to be a clicker adventure game with multiple
adventures with its own tokens and rewards. Containing various stages detailed in our
roadmap which will always follow central ethical guidelines, a place of camaraderie
and enjoyment, as well as challenging gameplay available to everyone who dares to
enter the amazing world of fearless puppies, dreadful enemies, many dangers, and a
whole lot of fun!

THE ROADMAP
As of the 22nd of July 2021, this has been the Chapters of our progress:

WHAT’S ON OUR PLATE:
The World of Cryptopups is currently working on creating a “True DPS Automation”
that would instinctively calculate an adventurer’s DPS after an event. This would
enable the adventurers to venture through their journey without being conscious of
their traded/sold cards. That would be a lot of help, don’t ya think? This would also be
for the fairness of everyone where these aforementioned “True DPS” will be
uneditable, motivating the competition!! This is an amazing addition to the current
system as it would benefit the adventurers with the convenience of checking DPS
automatically instead of starting over again after the acquisition of new cards! So stay
tuned for that one!
VOW OF TRANSPARENCY:
With each update to the document, the World of Cyrptopuppies will make a lot of
effort to remain transparent with all events and steps that we may encounter. This is
our vow for this sacred document, and also our vow to the trust that you’ve given us,
our fellow pups!!

THE ONGOING TALE
CH. 1: THE WORLD OF BLOCKCHAIN (MARCH 2021)
The voyage began as the World of Cryptopups took a huge step and was successfully
implemented in a blockchain foundation. This allowed the Cryptopuppie NFT to be
visible to the world and also enabled it to have a presence, and make its first step in
creating a community. A functional community with a systemic hierarchical
development and abilities to engage in trading, marketing, and blending. And so, the
journey begins...
CH. 2: THE VERY FIRST DROP (APRIL 2021)
The earliest major drop of the World of Cryptopups gave birth to the infamous
Rainbow Pups and Celestial Pup Drops. These collections became one of the most
amazing cards ever to be seen by the naked eye as a lot of the people who followed us
on Twitter were wowed by its glamour. This was just amazing! As thanks, The World of
Cryptopups did their first drop for the Cryptopuppy Community which still goes on up
until now, adventurer!
CH. 3: MORE PACKS! (APRIL 2021 - MAY 2021)
Because of all of the love, support, and all the experience points, The World of
Cryptopups released two more packs that were lovely acclaimed by the community:
The Void Pack, and the Royal Pack! So much so that both of these packs were sold out
upon release! As a gift to the community, the World of Cryptopups became part of a
charity drop for a non-government, non-profit, animal-care institution that ultimately
resulted in $480 in total. All because of everyone’s support!
CH. 4: THE COLLABORATION (MAY 2021 - JUNE 2021)
After some time, the World of Cryptopups became part of the largest community
collabs in the WAX Blockchain with 25 participants (imagine that number!). With the
community’s combined efforts, MP, Damage, skill, and utmost perseverance, they
were able to donate 12,761WAX to the “Uplift.Art’s Build-a-School Program” in Haiti,
Hawaii using the sales from the aforementioned collab. making a mark in the WAX
Community!
CH. 5: VERY OWN ADVENTURE CARDS (JULY 17 2021)

It was one sunny afternoon when the pups realized the dream of having a
“Cryptopuppie Adventure Game '' that everyone would enjoy; and for this probable
endeavor, they launched: “The World of Cryptopups Adventure Cards''! These NFTs
would become the bedrock of the game. Not only that, but with the devise of their
very own Automated DPS Calculator, they are able to cater to the needs of everyone
by automatically calculating the DPS of their assets in a one-time instance.! It was the
beginning of an adventure, secluded in the dark caves of a Discord server. With
Quests, VIPups Rewards, and a whole lot of treasures to find!
CH. 6: LAUNCH IN 3...2...1... (AUGUST 2021)
For those who dared to enter the World of Cryptopups, a website was forged for
everyone’s convenience. A website with conventional tools and overviews that allowed
the community to have a one-stop-shop for packs, more cards, and more pups of
strength! Along with the newest weapon, the DPS Calculator! This would allow our
adventurers, from new pups to above-all ones to identify their DPS in a quick sec,
giving them more time for blending and trading!

CH. 7: THE “DOCUMENT” (AUGUST 2021)
As you read this story, it is in this chapter where you understand that you hold the
“Rainbow Papers”. It is in this whitepaper where you will understand the history and
goals of your Cryptopuppie World. As magical as it seems, this document will
constantly change as a record of chapters, and the succeeding ones we’ll continue to
encounter!

----- OOPS! You lack experience points. Come back for more later! ------

NFT DROPS AND PACKS
The World of Cryptopups is home to various pups that enable the adventurer to have
strength; but how do we acquire these awesome pups? Well, that is where our drops
and packs come in! As an alternative to trading and buying, adventurers from all
around can get their packs from drops offered by the pups of creation, at an
affordable price too!
DROPS AND PACKS DETAILS
One of the major drops and milestones of the World of Cryptopups is the first large
drop on the 17th of July 2021. The content and details of the drop are subdivided into
categories that vary the available contents and rarity of the cards acquired. It is
detailed as follows:

Gold Adventure Card Pack

69.99 WAX ($9.67)

Includes:

Specifically:

25 WOC Cards

13 Adventure Cards
● 1 Mythic + 1 Rare cards
guaranteed:
12 Item Cards
● 1 Rare card guaranteed:

Total number of Packs Offered:

300 Packs

Silver Adventure Card Pack

34.99 WAX ($4.79)

Includes:

Specifically:

20 WOC Cards

10 Adventure Cards
● 1 Rare card guaranteed
10 Item Cards
● 1 Rare card guaranteed

Total number of Packs Offered:

400 Packs

Bronze Adventure Card Pack

14.99 WAX($2.07)

Includes:

Specifically:

12 WOC Cards

6 Adventure Cards
● 1 Uncommon card
guaranteed
6 Item Cards
● 1 Uncommon card
guaranteed

Total number of Packs Offered:

500 Packs

Along with the three categories offered is the Exclusive Adventure Card Pack that was
given to everyone who supported the community collab event of the WAX
Community:

Exclusive Adventure Card Pack

FREE

Includes:

6 Random Cards

6 WOC Cards
Total number of Packs Offered:

800 Packs

All of the offered NFT Cards can be classified in terms of rarity that up their value.
Specifically: Common, Uncommon, Rare, Mythic, and Cosmic. Special cards, however,
that were issued before the release of the Adventure pack after July 17 are henceforth
called “Legacy Pups” that could be used later on. Are you getting curious, pup? Let’s
all wait for that one!
The probability of acquiring the rarest of these cards vary in every single pack which
gives the adventurers a guide on how they want to buy each of them. Here’s a quick
table of probability for you guys:

ADVENTURE CARDS
Rarity

Gold Adventure
Card Pack

Silver Adventure
Card Pack

Bronze Adventure
Card Pack

Cosmic

10.00%

05.00%

N/A

Mythic

25.00%

15.00%

5.00%

Rare

30.00%

20.00%

15.00%

Uncommon

35.00%

25.00%

30.00%

Common

N/A

35.00%

50.00%

Rarity

Gold Adventure
Card Pack

Silver Adventure
Card Pack

Bronze Adventure
Card Pack

Mythic

15.00%

05.00%

N/A

Rare

35.00%

25.00%

15.00%

Uncommon

50.00%

70.00%

85.00%

Common

N/A

70.00%

85.00%

ITEM CARDS

HIERARCHY
The NFT Cards acquired by an adventurer contain specific value not only in WAX but
also inside the World of Cryptopups. Sounds exciting right? Basically, these cards
contain certain points or damage in correlation to their rarity and overall value- mainly
called DPS. The amount of an adventurer’s DPS allows them to unlock more rooms
and more rewards that they could attain. Therefore, giving birth to the WOC levels!
Every level could be attained by collecting all the WOC assets of an adventurer and
summing up their given DPS into one collective number. The requirements for each
category are as follows:
CATEGORY

RANK

REQUIRED
DPS

Overlord Pups

Bronze

8000+

BENEFITS
●
●
●
●

Pups of the
Apocalypse

Silver

10,000+

●
●
●
●

Pups Above All

Gold

20,000+

●
●

●
●

Doggos of
Infinity

Platinum

100,000+

●
●
●
●

Doggos of
Eternity

Ruby

200,000+

●
●
●
●

5% Discount on pack Drops
One free Uncommon NFT
(SEASONAL)
Overlord Discord Guild (free
drops and quests)
Exclusive drops
10% discount on pack drops
One free Rare NFT (SEASONAL)
Apocalypse Discord Guild (free
drops and quests)
Exclusive drops
15% discount on pack drops
One
free
Mythic
NFT
(SEASONAL)
Above all discord guild (free
drops and quests)
Exclusive drops
25% discount on pack drops
One
free
Cosmic
NFT
(SEASONAL)
Above all discord guild (free
drops and quests)
Exclusive drops
30% discount on pack drops
One
free
Ethereal
NFT
(SEASONAL)
Eternity guild (free drops and
quests)
Exclusive drops

These levels grant adventurers various abilities that allow them to get more rewards,
and early heads up and discounts. Let’s all work hard to be amazing pups!
*PLEASE REMEMBER THAT THE DPS OF AN ADVENTURER MAY VARY UPON
TRADING THEIR WOC NFT. YOU CAN CALCULATE YOUR OVERALL DPS MINUS THE
MARKETED ONES USING OUR TRUE DPS CALCULATOR

BLENDING
The World of Cryptopups bestows the adventurers the ability to blend! By blending
your base puppy and item cards, you are able to acquire puppies of higher stats and
rarity. However, blending will only be applicable to pups of cosmic rarity and below.
Any pup of higher status will be exclusive.
You can even start blending now! WoC blending is now available in our site:
https://neftyblocks.com/c/cryptopuppie/blends

CLOSING STATEMENT
Lastly, the World of Cryptopups thanks you, courageous pup! Thank you for all the
ongoing and unending support in this endeavor. We’re looking forward to our further
growth and expansion! We still have a lot in store for you guys and let’s all try our best
to level up and enjoy this journey together!

❤️

THE PUP SQUAD
Our Team consists of the following core members

